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Foreword

Over the past 6 years, the economic downturn has 
changed the landscape of the UK economy, claiming 
its share of victims and challenging government and 
corporates alike to redesign and reinvent themselves. 
As a result, the UK marketplace looks very different 
today than it did in 2008/2009 and the UK economy is 
showing signs of strengthening. 

Consequently, as we settle into 2014, the 
predominant themes and topics being discussed 
represent a marked shift away from those of 
austerity and distress and more toward topics 
of growth, investment and expansion. As a 
restructuring advisor, it has been a fascinating 
journey which we have aimed to capture over the 
past few years in our Restructuring Outlook Surveys.                                                                                                                                         
                                             

On the following pages, we present to you our 3rd 
Restructuring Outlook survey entitled ‘the Industry 
Shifts’, which builds on the themes and trends from 
our 2012 edition to see how, in 2013, the changing 
marketplace affected the way restructurings were 
performed. In addition, we focused on what our clients 
predict for 2014, in light of emerging market trends.  
As such, we have interviewed over 40 key restructuring 
lenders in the UK including traditional bankers, 
alternative lenders and asset based lenders, who have 
consistently been at the forefront of restructuring 
activity over the past 6 years. 

The primary theme emerging from our discussions is 
that our industry is shifting and in a state of flux. As the 
economy starts to improve, this is not surprising but 
where that leads us is still to be seen. 

We would like to thank all those of you who have 
participated in this survey, for your time, your insight 
and your support. We hope you find this report 
interesting and look forward to further discussions 
about the restructuring industry as we together 
navigate through the current shifts and turns of the  
UK marketplace into 2014 and beyond.

 

Nick Edwards 
National Head of Restructuring Services
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40% 
40% of respondents’ cases 
were resolved using an A&E 
or a covenant reset; and, 
at the other end of the 
spectrum, 18% were 
handled via insolvency.

Advisors were seen 
as adding value through 
their sector expertise, their 
ability to manage key 
stakeholders and their ability 
to drive lender strategy.

Over half the respondents 
expect a fall in the level 
of restructuring activity in 
2014, consistent with the 
general improvement in the 
UK economy and outlook. 

In 60% of the cases management 
failed to address operational issues, 
but interims were used in only 
about 25% of these cases. 

Over 30%
of respondents rated the fair
treatment of customers as 
the primary objective 
in a restructuring.

In 2013 only 30% of respondents
reported an actual increase in
restructuring activity levels and
40% saw a decline. 40% 

The Retail, Professional Services, 
Manufacturing, Real Estate and 
Healthcare sectors continued to 
struggle in 2013 and are expected
to remain challenged in 2014.

41% of respondents found that 
the time taken to restructure took 
longer in 2013 than in 2012, 
but two thirds of respondents 
were unable to progress restructurings 
of companies involved in interest rate 
swap mis-selling claims.

Consistent with their primary 
objective, restructuring teams
in general are motivated to 
support their customers to 
achieve the best mutual 
outcome.
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The health and outlook for the UK economy improved 
considerably through 2013. According to Deloitte’s 
Chief Economist Ian Stewart, three factors drove these 
early stages of recovery: “The intoxicating effects of 
five years of rock bottom interest rates and quantitative 
easing is finally working; a diminution in external 
economic risk, especially in the euro area, bolstered 
business prospects; and an estimated £12 billion of 
compensation payments for the mis-selling of payment 
protection insurance gave the consumer sector a shot 
in the arm.”

During the latter half of 2013, increased activity by 
investors in the debt markets drove up prices and 
provided par lenders with options to manage their 
portfolios proactively. Yet, whilst larger UK companies 
were able to raise covenant-lite refinancing in the High 
Yield market, small and medium-sized businesses had 
fewer financing options and showed less appetite for 
adding more debt on to their balance sheets.

So what did this mean for the restructuring market  
in 2013?

We surveyed a cross-section of key restructuring 
lenders and investors in the UK, to get a better 
understanding of where the market is now and what 
their expectations are for 2014.1

These respondents were a selected mix of banking 
institutions (65 per cent), asset-based lenders  
(26 per cent) and alternative lenders (nine per cent).  
By restructuring, we mean any process involving an 
Amend and Extend (A&E), covenant reset, debt for 
equity swap or operational restructuring of a company 
under stress.2

Introduction

The health and outlook for the UK 
economy improved considerably through 
2013. According to Deloitte’s Chief 
Economist Ian Stewart, three factors  
drove these early stages of recovery:  
“The intoxicating effects of five years 
of rock bottom interest rates and 
quantitative easing is finally working …”
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41%

41%

Longer than in 2012 No change Recovery

Figure 2. Time taken to restructure in 2013 vs. 2012 

18%

Current level of activity 
Over the past few years many UK banks have been 
deleveraging their non-core and non-performing loan 
portfolios, in order to strengthen their balance sheets 
and, in some cases, following government ownership. 
In addition, many larger companies have managed to 
deal successfully with their financing difficulties. As a 
result 40 per cent of respondents experienced a decline 
in the volume of cases coming into restructuring  
in 2013. 

In our 2012 survey, 52 per cent of respondents 
expected an increase in the volume of cases coming 
into restructuring, however, only 30 per cent reported 
an actual increase in 2013. This was due mainly to 
an increase in the number of small/medium-sized 
companies in need of restructuring, as financing 
pressures were compounded by operational difficulties. 

In 2013, 41 per cent of respondents found that 
restructurings were taking longer to complete 
compared to 2012. Conflicting agendas within and 
between lender groups and the lack of a burning 
platform were the main reasons restructurings were 
taking longer to resolve. This was especially so for 
companies involved in interest rate swap mis-selling 
claims, where multiple cases were delayed. 

18 per cent of respondents saw restructurings take less 
time than in previous years, as lenders have become 
more proficient and regulatory requirements have 
prompted decisions to exit certain loans. 

Figure 1. Level of restructuring activity seen by respondents in 2013 
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“A high percentage of our 
portfolio is non-core and 
so in the last 12 months 
(2013) most of our activity 
has been focused on 
getting out.”
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Figure 3. Sectors with the most restructuring activity in 2013 and predictions for 2014
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Active sectors 
Respondents noted that in 2013 the key sectors for 
restructuring activity included companies in Retail, 
Professional Services, Real Estate, Manufacturing and 
Healthcare. These same sectors were identified in our survey 
in 2012, and are expected to be key sectors for restructuring 
activity in 2014. We comment on some of the sectors below.

Retail
“The Retail sector in 2013 was affected by the 
continued squeeze on disposable income in the first 
half of 2013 and irregular weather patterns impacting 
sales and resulting in heavy discounting. 2013 was also 
a watershed year for those retailers whose business 
models were challenged by technological change”: 
Lee Manning, Deloitte Restructuring Services Partner. 
However, it wasn’t all bad news on the UK High Street. 
There were a total of 182 retail administrations in 
2013, down six per cent from 2012.3 In 2013 the top 
ten retail insolvencies resulted in about 1,100 store 
closures, of which Blockbuster UK Ltd through both its 
administrations accounted for almost 50 per cent.

Food manufacturers were also affected in 2013: their 
margins were pressured by increased competition in the 
supermarket sector; growing expectation of discounts 
by consumers; the horsemeat scandal; and demand from 
supermarkets for visibility over the supply chain audit trail. 

Legal Services 
Whilst the Professional Services sector in general 
underperformed in 2013, this was most noticeable in the 
legal sector. 

For some time, this sector has been experiencing a 
‘perfect storm’ – a combination of difficult economic 
climate, alongside significant regulatory change in 
the form of the Legal Services Act, which allows new 
players to enter the sector. Despite extensive merger 
activity, the sector remains oversupplied. Law firms are 
a challenge to restructure, for a variety of reasons: their 
partnership structure; they are asset-light; and they 
suffer from lumpy cash flows, a high fixed cost base and 
strict regulatory compliance requirements. “In 2014, we 
expect further transactions, some of which may well be 
via insolvency”: Clare Boardman, Deloitte Restructuring 
Services Partner.

Real Estate
Despite increasing demand for UK real estate, the sector 
has been subject to continued, significant restructuring 
activity. There are three principal drivers for this. The first 
is asset quality, as demand for commercial property has 
been uneven in secondary and tertiary property with 
some faring less favourably than primary. The second is 
the unwinding of defaulted CMBS structures.4 The third 
is acquirers working through the loan portfolios they 
purchased from deleveraging banks. 

“While some of these drivers may soften in 2014 as 
purchasers become more comfortable moving up the risk 
curve and banks complete their deleveraging, we are not 
yet at the end of the road and the survey results support 
our own expectation that this sector will continue to be 
prominent in the short to medium term”: Phil Bowers, 
Deloitte Restructuring Services Partner. 
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Methods used to restructure companies in the UK 
In 2013 the restructuring methods referenced by 
respondents covered the spectrum from an A&E or 
covenant reset to restructuring and insolvency. 

40 per cent of restructuring cases were resolved 
using an A&E or a covenant reset, giving corporates 
more time to resolve their operational difficulties and 
provide some breathing room in anticipation of further 
strengthening of the economy. At the other end of 
the spectrum, 18 per cent of restructuring cases were 
handled via insolvency, as a result of poor trading 
performance and unsustainable debt levels. 

38 per cent of cases were restructured through an exit, 
either a refinancing or sale, as there was liquidity in the 
market and strong demand from investors. In 2012,  
this had been a much less viable option, as the 
secondary market pricing of loans was considered 
too low by par lenders who held their positions until 
demand and pricing improved. 

Of the cases restructured in 2013, nearly 20 per cent 
were being addressed for a second or third time.  
This was largely due to limited improvement in  
trading performance whereby companies continued  
to struggle with unsustainable debt levels and  
operational difficulties. 

Separately, respondents noted that in only 40 per 
cent of their cases were both operational and financial 
challenges addressed. In 60 per cent of these cases, 
respondents indicated management teams were 
reluctant to engage in operational restructurings, 
anticipating that the economic recovery would drive 
trading improvement.

26%

13%

5%

10%

13%

33%

Figure 5. Reasons why an operational restructure was not carried out at the same time 
as a financial restructure

Not applicable

Not the right skills

Not enough time

Too costly a process

Belief trading would improve

Management reluctant to engage

Figure 4. Methods used to restructure companies in the UK in 2013
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Figure 6. Ranking of most important objectives by respondents at the outset of a restructuring 
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Figure 7. Earliest stage at which respondents make a provision 
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Objectives
The banking sector has had widespread and often 
negative coverage in the past, and 32 per cent of 
respondents saw fair treatment of their customers 
as a primary objective in restructuring. Other factors 
impacting lenders’ decisions and behaviours included 
protecting their reputation (27 per cent) and protecting 
the level of debt with minimum provisioning  
(21 per cent). 

“Repairing our banks’ 
reputation in the market 
place is our number one 
objective.”

Provisioning
In relation to the provisioning of loans and other 
exposures, for 30 per cent of respondents the earliest 
stage at which they make a provision is when the value 
of a business drops below a set threshold. Provisioning 
is also driven by deteriorating company performance 
(24 per cent of respondents) and a restructuring event 
such as a breach of covenant (22 per cent).
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Measuring success
Most respondents measure the success of their 
restructuring teams using a balanced scorecard system; 
this includes the number of jobs and companies saved 
as well as the lender’s own performance. Minimising 
impairments (25 per cent) and customer feedback  
(24 per cent) are the two primary criteria used, 
followed closely by the overall success of the portfolio 
(19 per cent).

Dispute resolution 
In 2013 mis-selling of interest rate swaps was a key 
issue for UK banks although, as expected, this was 
mostly at the smaller bilateral end of the market. Two 
thirds of respondents had to deal with mis-selling 
claims, and in these situations lenders were unable 
to make progress with any type of restructuring 
process. Pending settlement of the mis-selling cases, 
respondents relied largely on directors and company 
advisors to move restructurings forward, although 
in about 20 per cent of the cases they had not yet 
identified anyone who could help them.

“We are seeing a  
12-18 month delay  
in executing strategy  
(in swap mis-selling 
cases).”

Figure 10. Respondents relied on a variety of sources to assist with interest rate swap 
mis-selling cases

Directors No one
identified yet

Advisors Other Shareholder Court

23%

19% 19%

17%

10%

6% 6%

HMRC

23%

10%

35%

32%

Figure 9. Issues faced by respondents involved in interest rate swap mis-selling dispute
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Figure 8. How restructuring lenders measure success 
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“Most restructuring cases 
that have been in for 
a while are already on 
top of their cash flow. 
However, for new cases, 
80 per cent will require 
an IBR.”

Figure 11. The three most frequently used services from advisors
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Performance improvement
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Valuation

Contingency planning
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Short term cash flow review 23%
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21%
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Use of advisors 
In 2013 respondents used advisors mainly to carry out 
short term cash flow reviews (23 per cent), options 
reviews (21 per cent), Independent Business Reviews 
(21 per cent) and contingency planning (15 per cent), 
to help them assess the financial issues and optimum 
solutions for their cases. 

Advisors were seen as adding value through their sector 
expertise, their ability to manage key stakeholders and 
their ability to drive lender strategy.

Use of interims 
Our respondents reported that in 2013, interims were 
used in about 25 per cent of their cases, primarily to 
support financial and operational restructurings and 
allow management to focus on the day-to-day running 
of the business. In more than 50 per cent of the cases 
where an interim was brought in, the choice of interim 
was influenced by the lender but ultimately appointed 
by the company. An ideal interim would have 
operational, financial and stakeholder management 
experience, as well as possessing relevant industry 
expertise. In cases where no interim was appointed, 
a number of reasons were cited: these included 
finding an individual with the right personality (36 per 
cent); finding someone with the necessary industry 
knowledge (23 per cent); and the support of private 
equity sponsor for the appointment (23 per cent).

Figure 12. The most sought after skills from interim advisors

37%

23%
24%

16%

All rounder Financial advisors Operational Stakeholder
management

Figure 13. Key influencers of interim appointments

54%
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Lenders Company Advisors Sponsor
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What does the future hold?
76 per cent of respondents have predicted that 
restructuring activity levels in 2014 will either remain 
unchanged (24 per cent) or decrease (52 per cent) 
from 2013 levels. These predictions are supported by 
firm indicators of growth in the UK economy, reduced 
restructuring team sizes and acknowledgement by 
respondents of progress made in selling off non-core 
assets in 2013. Respondents who predicted  
an increase in restructuring activity levels in 2014  
(24 per cent) attribute this expected increase to further 
non-core asset portfolio sales and the progressing 
of restructurings on companies previously involved 
in swap mis-selling claims. The main sectors that 
have been identified for restructuring in 2014 are the 
same five sectors as in 2013: Retail, Manufacturing, 
Professional Services, Real Estate and Healthcare.

The latest Deloitte CFO survey published in early 
January 2014, indicates that a record 57 per cent of 
CFOs in the UK say that this is a good time to take 
risk onto their balance sheet and business optimism is 
running at the highest level in three and a half years.5 

Figure 14. Level of expected restructuring activity by respondents in 2014 
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Uncertainty and credit shortages, two major blocks  
to business activity, have eased substantially. Only  
16 per cent of these CFOs expect the UK to fall back 
into recession in the next two years, down from  
40 per cent a year ago. Large corporates have good 
access to capital, and CFOs are more positive about 
financing their businesses with equities or bonds than 
at any time in the last six years. The banking system is 
working again, and a record 80 per cent of CFOs say 
that bank credit offers an attractive source of finance.

According to Deloitte’s Chief Economist Ian Stewart, 
the UK needs “a strong rebound in capital spending 
and consumer incomes. Macro and financial 
uncertainties have reduced, but have not been 
eliminated.” 

This is consistent with our restructuring survey 
results. However, some respondents believe that 
many of the covenant-lite bonds raised in the High 
Yield bond market will provide the pipeline for future 
restructurings. Although many lessons have been 
learned by both lenders and companies during this 
recession, whether these lessons will be remembered 
and actioned remains to be seen. 

76 per cent of respondents 
have predicted that 
restructuring activity levels 
in 2014 will either remain 
unchanged (24 per cent)  
or decrease (52 per cent) 
from 2013 levels.
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Footnotes

1 Over 40 senior restructuring lenders answered an online survey which was followed up with face to face interviews

2 Amendment and Extension to the terms and conditions of a corporate loan

3 Deloitte analysis  – This is net of group administrations where subsidiaries were taken as a single administration  

4 CMBS – Collateralized Mortgage Backed Security 

5  Full report available for download at  
http://www.deloitte.com/view/en_GB/uk/research-and-intelligence/deloitte-research-uk/the-deloitte-cfo-survey/index.htm
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